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Editor’s Note
Dear reader,

I hope this magazine may bring you some comfort during these
difficult times. As I write this letter, spring has arrived bringing
with it warm sunshine and blue skies. With the trees and flowers
blossoming, I feel I have been met with both reassurance and
sadness. We cannot, it would seem, enjoy the arrival of spring as we
normally would. There is also a heavy sense of loss within me that I
cannot finish my final year in the way I have always imagined.
Along with many others across the world, our lives have been put
on hold. Perhaps it is with blind optimism that I am hoping to view
spring in the same light I always have: the opportunity for new
beginnings along with the anticipation for summer. In such trying
times as these we must not forget to think of ourselves and those
around us. There are still ways to enjoy the outdoors whether that’s
just opening a window to let in the sounds of the spring, spending
time in our backyard or even just decorating our windowsill with
plants. Nature is healing and we must try not to lose connection
with it during these times.

Creativity is also healing and it is something that can be done
within the confines of our homes. This magazine was curated inside
the homes of myself and all those who participated. Now is the time
to finish that book you started and never finished (whether you are
the author or the reader), start painting, learn a new language,
dance in your front room - even if you aren’t amazing, it doesn’t
matter. Do what you love and give yourself the time to enjoy being
creative. Finding the balance between staying at home, being
creative and keeping in touch with nature is very difficult, but we
all must try for the sake of others and ourselves. As luck would have
it, you can read this magazine within the comfort of your own
home!
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Once again, I find myself lucky enough to be presenting some
wonderful pieces of writing that have been submitted by our
members. Storytelling continues to hold the power to access a wide
range of emotions within us. We are exposed to worlds, to people
and to experiences we may never encounter in reality. It is a gift
and an opportunity to come to understand more about this world
regardless of the universe it is presented in or the narrator who
takes us on this journey. The pieces in this issue remind us of the
value that writing has in this world. Not only is it for us to open
our hearts and minds to people and places across the world, it is
also about memory. Mnemosyne means that storytelling is sacred
and divine because it holds within it the stories of every generation
and enables us to preserve memories of our world or any other.
Every letter, poem, diary entry and prose we write tells the story of
now and leaves it for every generation that will come to pass. It’s
brought me so much joy reading each piece and I am so proud of
the stories our society is able to create. I am overwhelmed with
admiration and I do hope you enjoy the work presented in this
magazine as much as I did.

Keep on reading, keep on writing and keep telling the world your
stories! Until next time (I hope)!

Charlotte Hammond
The Editor
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Daisies for the Queen
by Madeleine Roche

You pierce the stem of the daisy with the bitten nail of your
thumb. It leaves a little slit at the base and you tease it apart gently
with your fingertips. You pluck another flower from the grass around
you and thread the stem through the hole you made. You do this again
and again, silent in concentration, until you have a chain made of
daisies and the grass around you is no longer speckled with yellow and
white.

A gust of wind sways the daisy chain as it dangles from your
dexterous fingers and I think how glad I am that I brought a thick
knit cardigan and a blanket to sit on. Winter is dying away but the
mountains that loom in the distance are still topped with snow and
the wind has that bite that turns your cheeks pink. It is one of those
sunny days that teases on spring in its clear skies and golden glow but
sends shivers up my spine and makes me wish I’d worn thicker socks.

The evergreens that run a forest up the side of one distant
mountain are a thriving, green mass but the old apple trees in your
grandfather’s orchid behind us are just bare, twisting branches. Soon,
they’ll bloom. The empty branches will be covered in handfuls of
delicate pink and white. Flowers will flutter to the lush grass with
every gentle gust of wind, littering the ground in a bed of petals.
Blossom petals are soft, but not as soft as your lips. Do you remember
when we laid in the sea of pink and you rolled over to me and pressed
your lips to mine?

The thought makes me blush and I look away from you and your
daisies so you can’t see the pink dusting my cheeks. It snowed only a
few weeks earlier and yet the daisies are in full bloom, covering the
field but for the space next to you that you have plucked bare. They
are resilient, growing through snow and ice and never-ending rain.
They remind me of my love for you: strong through everything. They
dance in the wind and I watch them perform, unaware of you next to

me until I feel your hands on my head and something in my hair and
when I look up at you, your smile is so wide and giddy that I want to
watch you instead.

“A crown for the queen,” you say and when I reach a hand up, I
feel that you have wrapped the chain of daisies around my head in a
band of flowers. A feeling of warmth blooms in my chest and keeps
the chill away.

“I love you,” I say.

“You’re not supposed to say that when people give you
something,” you tease. “You’re supposed to say thank you. Try it with
me, thaaank you.”

“I love you.”

“Th. Ank. You.”

“I love you.”

“THANK you.”

“I LOVE you.”

“You’re silly.”

“You’re beautiful.”

“You’re the one who looks like a whimsical fairy princess.”

“I was a queen before. Why have I been demoted to princess?”

“You’re too rebellious to be the queen. You won’t settle down.
When the queen passes away in her old age and you are matured by
your years together and the pain of her death, then you will be
queen.”
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My laughter makes you laugh. It always has. You say it’s contagious.
“How have you made up a whole storyline for me?”

“My imagination is vast.”

“And who are you in this world of fairies and queens who die in old
age?”

“Your childhood friend who was born to a poor family but was
employed as your page.”

“Shut up!”

“And we want to be together but your family will never allow it
because I have no lands to my name.”

“You’re full of crap. I think only boys can be pages anyway.”

“Not in this world. My world, my rules.”

“Do we run away together and get married in a forest of willow
trees?”

“Yes, and we live in harmony off the fruits of the forest for ten
beautiful years before your mother dies and you leave to rule the land as
queen and take my heart with you.”

“But I want you with me. Always.”

“You can’t.”

“I would be queen. I’d change the rules for you.”

“The kingdom would shun you.”

“Then I would shut the gates of my castle and let them rot outside.”

“You can’t do that. You’re supposed to be revered.”

“Then they will respect my decision to marry the servant from a
poor family. I will make you a matching crown and kiss you in front of
all of them.”

The smile lining your face is soft and I lean over to press a kiss to
your cheek. “Close your eyes and wait a moment,” I say.

You lie down with your head in my lap and close your eyes. You
look so serene that I’m distracted from my task for a moment. Then, I
pluck a daisy from the grass, pierce a hole in the stem with the chipped
painted nail of my thumb and thread another daisy through it. I thread
daisies together to the rhythm of your breathing, my own flower
headdress adorning my hair.

“Sit up,” I mumble. “Keep your eyes closed.”

And when you are sat in front of me, facing me with closed eyes,
the blanket crumpled up beneath us and the snow-peaked mountains
watching overhead, I place a crown of daisies on your head. You open
your eyes at the feeling of the wreath of flowers settling in your
windswept hair and smile so radiantly that I would abdicate my make-
believe throne, neglect my make-believe people and abandon my make-
believe kingdom for you.

I beam back at you. “A crown for the queen.”

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©
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My darling,

The stormflowers are growing again. I can see them. A
handful rest on your mother’s grave. Their blue petals, marbled with
white and gold, are a beacon of life in this place of death among the
snowy remains of a blizzard. I don’t know how they grow in such
harsh conditions. Perhaps it is the danger that lets them bloom.

We were like that once.

Do you remember our wedding, my love? Hidden in your
home, the fire crackling in the hearth. Giggling to ourselves as we
wove flowers into crowns. There was a moment when we both
reached for the same flower and our hands touched, like in those
awful novels your brother used to like. Your hand was soft and
warm, your eyes brighter than the Moon herself, your smile
mischievous as you stole my rose from me. You were so happy,
smiling smugly to yourself as you bound your prize to the others.
All of the gods know that I would have let you steal all the roses
you wanted.

Not the most romantic sentiment but, my heart, you know
what I mean.

I vowed that to you, you know, as I placed my crown on your
head. “I vow to love you forever. I vow to protect you. I vow to walk
by your side as long as you want me there,” and, under my breath, “I
vow to bring you all the flowers you want.” I’m unsure why I’m only
telling you this now, 70 years later. Maybe it wasn’t important.
Maybe you already knew. Regardless, as always, I am fulfilling that
vow.

My stormflower, these are for you. I hope you like them.

Stormflower: A Letter from a
Woman to Her Wife
by Ravi Kakkad

The End of All Things: Dusk
by Charlotte Hammond

The air is suffocating. It’s too high and too cold and Icarus is
grasping at the air hoping some hands will find him. He’s
deafened by the wind speed as his heart leaps into his throat.

Falling, falling, falling.

How could it all have come to this. Every delicate touch left
bruises, every soft-spoken word was screamed in his ear, every
look made his eyes burn. The agony was all too much but never
enough. His chest tightened as the clouds fell out of reach; there
was no light hear, no golden rays of warmth. His skin was raw
from being scalded, burnt by every touch. The scars only surfaced
now, at the end of it all.

Falling, falling, falling.

The water filled his lungs, the pain of impact was white hot on
his skin. His scream was stolen by the vast, dark ocean. Here he
was, alone; here he was, at the end.

Icarus reaches out his hand, drifting down, down, down until
there was … nothing.
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Can I touch your hair?

Yes, you can. But be warned. My hair isn’t gentle. There’s
nothing docile about my coils, my curls, my ink-black locks that
may be a dark brown in certain sunsets. When you touch my hair,
it will touch you back. It will grow around your pale fingers and
curl itself around your wrist. My hair is an enchanted forest, you’ll
realise that soon enough when you get yanked into the depths of
my tresses. It isn’t a river, like the silk, straight hair you’re used to.
Nor is it tough and rough. It just is.

In the enchanted forest, you will find girls with chains for
dresses and their tongues cut out. You will find authors with no
hands and mothers without sons. Insecurity and doubt are tied like
a rope around their necks. Only the mind can loosen them. Not
men with chalky faces wrinkled like leather-bound tomes in
libraries. In the enchanted forest, dark skin is gorgeous and
emotions are not limited to grief and anger. At night you will see
women dancing as if their bodies are smoke and steam, moving in
time with the fires that make their skin glow gold. Some are naked.
Some wear heavy skirts with prints of animals you’ve never seen.
By day, women are creating, weaving and twisting reality to create
art. The art is different from what you know. Art isn’t paint. Art is
law, math, logic. The portraits they sketch may seem fantasy for the
people who have never been in an enchanted forest. Many of us
have though. In dreams. Away from heavy reality.

You may not like it. The confidence of the women. Unleashed
beauty and power. They are magical, they are deadly. A boiling
resentment lives under their fingertips, ready to scald your snow
skin. Their words are daggers at the right pitch. You might call

Don't Ask.
by Deontaye Osazuwa

them uncivilised and wild. You would be wrong. The women in
the forest aren’t punished for feeling. They become more
powerful when they do feel. It’s a power you’re not used to. Along
with the guilt you'll feel swelling in your veins.

Because that’s when you’ll realise. You’ll understand the great
void between the forest and reality. That’s when you’ll emerge.
My afro curling away from your wrist, your fingers. Until you’re
free.

You will look at me. Something will pass between our eyes.
Understanding. Or maybe I might give a resigned smile. Your
soul will be fragile, but it will strengthen in due time. But you
will never forget what you saw. The burden of joy and grief, pain
and power. The stories of magical beings locked in their minds,
free to shout and cry and sing and dance and love and sleep, their
dreams lifted from their minds as if they were weightless.

The women are weightless. You know the women outside, the
women who wear enchanted forests in their hair, are not.
Weightless crowns and weighted queens.

You will wish you hadn’t entered the enchanted forest.
Because you know it isn’t real. Not yet. Maybe not ever.

Can you touch my hair? Yes. And you can suffer in a world
you hardly know and scarcely recognise. Or you can hear my
words, my pleas, my anger. I do not only wear the forest. I am the
forest.

Also, you cannot touch my hair. Don’t ever ask again.
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They said the creases would drop out,
given time.
A housewarming present from his parents –
plaid curtains, neat lines embedded with dents
and crimped at the edge,
fold over falling fold
drawn together and apart
morning and night
until we no longer thought about them:
defect or perfect pattern.
But they did the job - kept out the light,
helped us sleep, for a while.

Lying in bed, bleary from the fight,
I notice those creases
were never ironed out.

Warped andWeft
by Claire Miller

Illustration by Claire Miller©
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There was a mystery afoot.
The mystery, weirdly enough, did involve a foot. A sparking
electronic, bedecked in a slipper of blown glass, left on the stairs of
the citadel.

The prince looked at it with a small frown - he was sure this wasn't
how the story was supposed to go. The woman he'd been dancing with
had seemed to be flesh and blood, warm and alive. Her sparkling eyes
and soft smile had seemed the furthest thing in the galaxy from a cold
metal robot.

And yet.

The stirring in his heart hadn't fully failed, hadn't sparked out into
the ether like the last dying flickers of a solar panel on a planet
plunged into night. Instead it was more of a desperation. A
desperation to see her face again, to take her in his arms, and dance
under the light of the swirling nebulas that boiled and curled above
them. A thousand dying stars, spraying their colours out into the
blackness of the skies - home to millions in spaceships, in houses, in
shacks and in palaces.

Runaway Spark
by Rebecca Thomson

Six out of ten?

Approved. In the lucky dip but don’t expect to be chosen. Men excel
at subtly avoiding the less sophisticated breed.

Seven out of ten?

Not only approved, but with acknowledgment! We expect you to
feel gratitude; smile elegantly, please, or else you may be disqualified.

Eight out of ten?

Congratulations! Crawling on your hands and knees just to smell the
scent of the top tier! We are impressed.

Nine out of ten?

Men will be in such awe of you! But remember the importance of
maintenance - don’t fall off the wagon and try a trip to Dr. Hunter if
you wish to be of ten material.

Ten out of ten?

Well done you. You are a real star! Now enjoy your beauty and the
men who will be so excited to share it amongst one another.

Look At Me
by Imogen Guest

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©
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The next morning he woke up cold, a gentle light having
entered in from the sun's first rays outside. He rolled over, picked
himself up, and dusted himself off. He needed to eat and food
was there for him. He set a fire going and tried to warm up.

He was looking for someone. Someone who had come to see
him first, a long time ago. Someone who had left him, who had
been dragged away kicking and screaming, when he had been just
a little boy and didn’t know any better.

He had recently remembered who it was, who had been taken
and what had happened. The others had let him forget. They had
let him forget and they had made him forget. But really, he had
let himself forget almost entirely but never absolutely.

The force of the realisation had swollen him. He would make
it engorge him, he would be engulfed and he would not come out
again. Every day, he would cast logs onto this newfound fire and
if it went out he would force it alight again, whatever it took.

Deeper wells were to be found, he knew that now, hot gushing
springs that broke your body, no matter how many clawing
fingers tried to snag you on the way down. He could begin to feel
the rage of the world, the fury of what had happened to them all.

He snapped up his fishing rod and tackle and went out to
hunt. He would not return empty handed.

To find something that will not be found takes… monotony. A
hundred sheep may graze in a field, with a shepherd to guard

Alone
by George Butcher

them, and a wolf may come down every night to pick a sheep off,
while the shepherd does his best to ward the wolf away.

But the wolf is never hunted. This particular wolf is
positioned by a particularly lazy farmer, so he gets away without
much of a fight back, but this had not been the case for his
ancestors. They had been chased, pierced, mauled, speared. But
they were never hunted.

Why choose to live when you know you will die? Because
death pisses you off.

One day the wolf saw a man. The wolf normally killed men.
He let this one pass.
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It’s that time again.

Time to fire the fucking thing back up again. You do this
every few weeks, and every few weeks it fucking breaks again.

You crack the hinges on the small dolls house in the corner.
Honestly the first time you did this it tore the fucking front of the
house open. Since then you’ve learnt not to close the circles before
opening the god damn dolls house.

That had been quite the clean-up job.

How do you even model putting a wall back together? Not
to mention the energy bill that week ran up. You’d nearly given up
on the whole project. But some tiny voice in the back of your mind
had screeched in your inner ear until you’d finished the repairs.

Still it was that time of the fortnight and a bit again, and
the first thing you were going to have to do was break out the
tweezers and the thinnest needle nose pliers you’d managed to find
and re wire the smallest functional hoover in the world.

Eventually, after some hours of sweating, swearing and
suppressing the urge to concentrate so hard your hand shake, you’ve
done it.

Now comes a sequence of ever tightening circles, barriers
and channels. Threading subtle confines together into a greater
picture of the whole. Idly you note the dust in the corners and the
stray fingerprints from an enthusiastic visitor or even from your
own ministrations. Really, you think to yourself, you should have
done this last week.

Not that you ever do.

Sympathy for the Janitor
by Ed Wallace

You plug the small generator into the socket in the side of the
doll’s house. You keep it for this purpose, and the occasional sporadic
camping trip when you remember to take it. It had taken you ages to
get the positioning right. Lining all the wires, fuses, bulbs and outlets
in the right places. Finally, you flick the catch on the final ring of
woven wire closed around the corner of your house dedicated to
cleaning. The hinges lift the sections out suspending them, by inches,
outwards from their original positions. Providing, just barely, enough
space to slip hands or fingers into previously unreachable corners and
niches.

With a sigh you finish running the tiny hoover you made,
replete with tiny cable around the miniscule scale model of your
living room just as the last motes are sucked up into nothingness and
the nearly microscopic wiring in the hoover gives way. You have at
least mastered the art of getting it to run long enough to finish the
job.

A little spurt of water and a few drops of detergent.

You pick up a tiny mop, and in the corner of the kitchen the
floor starts to get damp.

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©
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A post-coital cuddle was not part of our routine. He usually had to
rush off somewhere, to an executive meeting or board injunction. He
would never specify more than that.

The night had followed the pattern as expected: first, drinks in the
downstairs bar. Straight whiskey for him – the most expensive bottle
there. Gin and tonic for me. A scramble up to the room he always had
booked on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Him loosening his tie as we
ascended in the elevator. Me dangling my heels from my index and
middle finger of my right hand as we padded down the carpeted
corridor. Then came our dance of a tryst. Nothing to write home about.
He got what he wanted. I don’t know that I did.

But that morning, as the dust motes gathered and swelled together
in the crack of light from the curtain, he placed a hand on my waist. His
chin settled into the dip between my neck and shoulder.

‘It’s seven thirty,’ I told him.
‘I know.’
‘Don’t you usually get in for eight?’
‘Usually.’ His voice was thick with sleep. His hand felt cold and

clammy against my skin. I put my hand on top of his, just to try it, the
bristling hair on his knuckles rubbing against my palm.

‘Right. Well I might end up going in early anyway.’
‘Don’t be stupid. You don’t get paid overtime.’
‘I wonder who’s responsible for that.’ I shot back, trying to extricate

myself from the embrace. He gripped into my flesh and pulled me flush
against him.

‘We’ve been over this.’ A kiss just below my earlobe. I pulled away
a second too late.

‘I know.’ I sighed. The wallpaper curled away from the wall in one
corner of the room, smooth cream peeling back to reveal an unsavory

Insert Feelings Here
by Esme Fagan

mottled beige colour. The sheets were an imitation of silk; the stubble on
my legs caught in the cheap fibers.

‘Are you really not going to go?’ I asked. He grumbled and I felt his
stomach move with the sound.

‘Haven’t got anything important on this morning.’ He was
languorous, draping himself over me in a way he never had before. I felt
starkly awake next to him. A chill ran down my bare back.

‘What about Louise?’
‘She knows Tuesdays and Wednesdays are my nights with the old

boys. And that I usually stay at the Prince’s.’
Ah. I forgot that you had it all figured out.’
He laughed. The breath tickled my neck and I cringed at the

sensation.
‘Lighten up, baby. God.’ He used his strength to turn me around, to

face him. I felt limp in his arms. Pins and needles prickled my feet.
‘You know you don’t have anything to worry about, right? I like what

we have.’
‘Hmm.’ I replied. His eyes bore through me; they were such a dull

shade of brown. He chucked me under the chin.
‘Don’t patronize me.’ I said, recoiling at the touch.
‘It’s not like that.’
‘No. Of course it’s not.’ I rolled my eyes. His crow’s feet deepened at

the outer corners of his eyes as he frowned. I resisted the urge to poke the
skin there. His circle of embrace tightened.

‘Just relax. We’ll stay here a little longer. Then I’ll call a cab.’
‘Okay.’ I paused, my breasts awkwardly squashed against the greying

hair on his chest. The tang of yesterday’s gin still coated my fuzzy tongue.
‘Yeah?’
‘Okay.’ I repeated. My shoulders stayed tense and rounded back, the

blades meeting underneath the skin of my back.



Just Around the Corner
by Annie Brown

Despite the deafening racket of the five o’clock rush hour on
main street, she could hear her heartbeat in her ears. Her blood
seemed to be rushing around her veins like an athlete from the
Olympics, or that exotic big cat racing across the African savanna
she’d seen at the pictures last week. A hastening; demanding and
urgent.

She was only five minutes from home, just around the
corner, stationed below the traffic lights. Her insides throbbed,
pleading for them to turn green and let her go go go. Getting a cab
had seemed a necessary next step; how was she to walk in her
condition? Neville, bless his heart, would have insisted if he’d
known.

Even during the blitz, she couldn’t remember ever seeing the
streets this busy. She concluded there must have been an accident
down at the docks, like that nasty explosion a few months back. An
accidental spark had erupted into in a rage of fire. Men had come
teeming from the factory, tangled in each other’s arms with their
limbs bruised, swollen and bleeding.

There had been smoke across the sky for weeks, retching the
remains into bulbous clouds that spread over the city. In their
town, they held a fundraiser to raise money for the victims. It was
reminiscent of the wartime spirit, that good old British dance in the
village hall. That’s where she had met Neville, briefly, before he
shipped out on the cargo boats.

The inside of the cab was beginning to get stuffy. The driver
must have predicted they’d be here a while, witnessed his
passenger shivering in the back, and kindly turned up the heat. It
billowed through raggedly, like a hot breath, which seemed to
wrap itself around her. She felt as though she’d stretched out her
arms, curled her fingers around the door handles and dragged
them inwards towards herself.

The black cab crawled through the streets, moving only a
metre forward. Several drivers in front honked, jolting her.
Through the window, she watched the pavement roll past at an
agonising pace. She imagined the black tyre, whirring around and
around, perpetually turning and tumbling, rolling over the
pavement in long, languid motions.

“Stop! Stop!” she cried.

The driver applied the brakes immediately and she threw open
the cab door. Her head exited and a moment later the bile that
had risen in her throat departed her. Trembling, she recoiled back
into the heat of the cab.

Her light hair was plastered to her forehead in a sheen of
sweat, her complexion pale and waxy. With the back of a shaking
hand, she wiped the damp from her face. Delving into her bag, she
produced a wad of notes from between trembling fingers.

“I’m getting out here. Keep the change.”

A death grip on the door handle, she pulled herself out onto
the street. Her feet burned the minute her full weight hit them.
Wrapping her arms wrapped around her middle, she felt pain
flood through her centre as she placed one foot in front of the
other. Only five minutes to get home. Just around the corner.
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Her mother would be home soon, she thought. She needed to
make it home before her, climb beneath the bed sheets with a hot
water bottle and claim women’s problems. She hoped her mother
wouldn’t notice the issue was a problem that plagued
only unmarried women.

Her feet trooped on against the cobblestone. They stumbled and
tripped, but they persevered. She reached the corner house,
rewarding herself with a minute of sanctuary. She leaned against the
brick wall to catch her breath. Suddenly, the queasiness overtook
her again and she vomited, staining the brick.

This was normal, she thought, to be expected. She had warned
her that this may happen. It was a potential side effect. It would
pass though; she had been assured.

The heartbeat was back, echoing in her ears. Her feet could no
longer take her weight, and she leaned against the brick wall as she
stumbled home. Did she mention the world would spin, she
thought, that friend of a friend of a friend? Recommended for her
arts in a back alley and her low, low price.

She couldn’t remember. After an eternity of struggling, she
reached the front door. Number ninety-two. Blue. She fumbled for
her key in her bag, before letting out an agonised cry.

Instinctively, she looked down. The mint-green front of her
summer frock coalesced with the blood. It was escaping her,
dripping down her inner thighs. She could see it was scarlet; she
hadn’t expected it to be quite so vivid. It reminded her of the cut on
Neville’s face, the night they met. The way the crimson slice had
glowed against his skin.
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The Truth
by Alex Tyndall

“Mrs Kensington?”

There is a soft knock at the door, followed by the sound of a handle
(lever, not doorknob – an easier grip for hands made of parchment),
and a marginally cooler breath of air from the corridor drifts into the
room as a young woman enters in her pretty blue uniform.

“How are we feeling today, Mrs Kensington?”

Then comes the routine procedure: curtains, sit up, plump
pillows, water, tablets (two groups – take with food, take without food
– placed in little plastic cups like children’s building blocks), check-up,
get up, dress up (“The pink blouse love – no, not that one, that’s peach
– the one next to it”).

Mundane. Normal. Expected.

The young lady asks questions – “Did you sleep well, Mrs
Kensington?”

The old lady answers – “Quite soundly, thank you.”

The old lady asks questions – “Pardon me, but who are you, dear?”

The young lady answers – “I’m your nurse, Amy, Mrs Kensington”.

The same every day. Repetitive. Soothing. Normal.

Mrs Kensington’s hair, round and white as though a cauliflower has
been perched atop her head, needs tending to.

Nurse Amy carefully leads her to a cushioned chair and begins the
process of removing the vibrant coloured rollers, tangled from where
they were slept in. She lets the thread bare strands of silver bounce and
curl inwards once they are released from their plastic cages, neatly
framing her patient’s face. She sees the edges of a smile twitch at the
corners of Mrs Kensington’s mouth, as her involunrily trembling liver-
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spotted hands delicately perch a pair of wire-framed glasses on the end
of her nose.

A young woman – thirties? Maybe younger – stares back at her from
the vanity table’s mirror, her cheeks flushed with youth and life, back
straight as she sits, the edges of her eyes already slightly worn from the
hardships of the war (“Which war, Mrs Kensington?” “Oh, one of them –
there were too many to count”).

The very same hand, with bulging knuckles and papyrus skin, and
corrugated nails - the edges clogged with the remnants of a pearly
polish, beaten by the cane of arthritis and sapped of life by Time’s
mosquitos - pats graciously against Nurse Amy’s own.

“You’ve made me look so nice for my Joseph,” comes the soft,
weathered words of praise as she tilts her head to and fro. “Where has he
gone? He often likes to go for early morning walks – good for his lungs,
you see.”

The same every day. Repetitive. Normal. Expected.

Nurse Amy’s response once caught like an unwanted piece of food in
her throat. This is cruel. The world is cruel. She’s used to it now.

“I’m sure you’ll see him soon, Mrs Kensington.”

She leaves after that, escaping from the room whilst the elderly
woman, who says she is going to read, stares out of the window. She
gazes out dreamily, lost in her mind, waiting for the sight of her twenty
years hence deceased husband to walk up the sandy path to the care-
home from a pleasant stroll.

Nurse Amy leaves Mrs Kensington hopeful. She knows she will
forget again soon.

Repetitive. Expected. Normal.

She can’t tell her. No one can. What could possibly be more painful
than the truth?

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©
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Letter From the President
by Matthew Bird

Term two has certainly been an adventure. Off the Page Series 2
was released in its new and improved form, hosted and edited by
the wonderful Madeleine Roche. We collaborated with MusSoc
and had a wonderful jingle created by Cosmin Mudure that
proudly bookends the podcast. We welcomed new members and
old in our Try-(L)it Circle. Other lit circles this term have included
Nottingham, Fantasy, Point-of-View, and Speed Writing. It has
been great listening to our members read out their work in all their
wonderfully varied styles. Together we collectively battled poor
traffic and late buses to go bowling, which was a great way to get to
know each other.

The Creative Writing Society loves to collaborate and this term
we have learnt improvisation story-telling skills with the Improv
Comedy Society and got lyrical with the Song Writing Society. We
have never collaborated with these societies before, so it was
fantastic to see our members working together to learn new skills.

We hosted T M Logan, a best-selling thriller writer, who gave a
talk packed full of useful writing advice. We even got invited to his
book launch later in the year. He answered all of our (sometimes
esoteric) questions with knowledge and humour, so everyone learnt
a lot and had good fun.

This term we introduced Workshop sessions. We delved deep
into character creation using playing cards and conflict, and went
travelling in our imaginations to build worlds to carry our stories.
Each of these was accompanied by detailed notes on the blog. The
response was positive from the members, so I hope these continue
next year.

The big social of the year was our version of Taskmaster.
Contenders worked in teams to complete a whole array of weird and
wonderful tasks, from creating a crown and coronating me as king,
to interpretive dance and blind-folded drawing. We were thoroughly
impressed at the creative interpretation some members had to the
tasks. Last year’s Taskmaster Champions retained their title with the
top score again.

The end of Term two was something of a shock to everyone. The
lockdown meant we had to cancel two guest speakers, our spy-
themed murder mystery, and rearrange the AGM. But just because
we can’t meet in person doesn’t mean we can’t still do awesome stuff.
The society hosted a Creative Showcase bringing together the
creative talents of many societies and students into a live and online
broadcast in support of the Nottingham Hospitals Charity.

We don’t know whether we will have a third issue of Firelight
this academic year. If not, then this is my last letter to you as
President of the Creative Writing Society. I have had a brilliant two
years in the role and I would like to think I have built the Society up
to be even more amazing. I am proud of my achievements as
President, though none of it would have been possible on my own.
I’d like to thank this year’s and last year’s committees for being
awesome.

Yours Creatively,

Matthew Bird
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What We Offer
Here are our regular events throughout the year. Please note that
these events are only available to members of the Creative
Writing Society.

(Membership is only available to UoN students, alumni and
associate members.)

Lit Circle
Every week we meet to complete writing exercises based on
various themes, genres, and styles of writing. This is a great
chance to improve your writing skills and expand your repetoire.

Coffeeshop Critiques
This is a great opportunity to get feedback on your work as well
as getting 10% off at Portland Coffee Co.!

Podcast and Blog
Our society has many opportunities for you to showcase your
work. Outside of our magazine, we also have our blog and our
podcast. The blog allows you to freely submit work and serialised
pieces throughout the year. Our podcast invites you to read
pieces aloud and chat about them with fellow members of the
society! You can find out more at uncws.com

Where You Can Find Us
Follow us online for more information about who we are and
what we do and, of course, for more writing!

@

Keep up to date:

See what we’re up to:

Buy a membership
(UoN students and alumni only):

Let us knowwhat you think:

UoN CreativeWriting Society

@uon_cw

uoncreativewriting

uncws.com

bit.ly/uonCW

uoncreativewriting@gmail.com

Off the Page

And much more...

https://www.facebook.com/UoNCreativeWritingSociety/
https://twitter.com/UoN_CW
https://www.instagram.com/uoncreativewriting/
https://uoncreativewriting.wordpress.com/
https://www.su.nottingham.ac.uk/societies/society/creativewriting/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2WLGUi9qjjfdTu3UsmNSMI?si=Y753E3kCTmiyn1A8jQ30zA&fbclid=IwAR1Hft3fqBMf9ee3QdmZNS_Qva5MMHm_chgdLqme-uPCOZgx7JJbaCDLV04
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I want to thank all the members of the Creative Writing Society for
continuing to support us. To those who submitted their work to this
issue, I want to thank you for such wonderful pieces - they were a
delight to read and I am so overwhelmed with pride for the work you
have created!

A very special thank you to Madeleine Roche and Claire Miller who
created beautiful illustrations for us to feature in the magazine!

Thank you to the amazing Anne Leticia Gilbert. As a committee we are
incredibly grateful for all your kind words and inspiration during this
process. Of course, a huge thank you for designing our beautiful cover,
inspired by the gardens on the University Park campus. We are
overjoyed to be able to share a lovely message from Anne which
encompasses the wonderful ethos she possesses and has shared with us
for this issue:

As a textile artist and painter I strive to reflect the radiant world in which
we live. Capturing time, an inspiration, before; like gossamer on wind, it may
escape and be lost forever. Music motivates me to paint the emotion felt from
the phrases heard. The exuberance or peace of those minutes I endeavour to
seize. Flowers and patterns evolve. I look, listen, am enthralled and hold the
image close. As the poet, RABINDRANATH TAGORE wrote, “When I go from
hence, let this be my parting word, that what I have seen is unsurpassable”.
The world is beautiful.

You can view more of Anne’s work via the Online Gallery shown
below:

Anne Leticia Gilbert’s Online Gallery

Thank you to our contributors Prompts
from our Lit Circles!

1. Hero Swap: take a hero from one genre and place them in
another!

2. Personify an inanimate object. What are its thoughts and
feelings? Perhaps erasers dread every time they are used.

3. Myths usually teach a moral lesson, particularly in Greek and
Roman mythology. Write a myth that teaches a really bad lesson.

4. Write the same scene from more than one perspective. Perhaps
two people on a date have very different experiences, so write
both!

5. To All the People I’ve Loved Before. Write a letter to a lover.
Maybe they were the one that got away or perhaps write a first
time confession.

https://www.nottinghamartists.org.uk/nsa-main/w3-showartist.php?id=542
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Thanks for reading!

Illustration by Madeleine Roche©




